
 

 

 

 

1. 

 

 

Find the sentence that has the same 

meaning with the expression in the 

speech bubble. 

 

A) My buddies didn’t fancy joining me at 

my place at the weekend. 

B) Some of my friends are coming to my 

slumber party on Saturday night. 

C) My close friends would like to come 

over on Saturday evening. 

D) I have alrady organized a surprise 

birthday party for my buddy for the next 

Saturday. 

 

2.                                                                       

 

 

Which of the following phrases best 

descibes the picture above? 

A) expensive suit 

B) unstylish scarf 

C) trendy outfit 

D) unattractive person 

 

 

 

 

 

3. 

 Hold onions under running water before 

chopping them. ....- You can stop tears. 

 

Find the phrase that best fills in the blank 

in the sentence above.  

A) This is why 

B) In fact 

C) Anyway 

D) That way 

 

 

 

4. 

 

This is a note  about a meeting from a ----.  

A) brochure 

B) memo 

C) newspaper 

D) website 

 

 

 

Next Saturday, I am 

having some mates 

round for a sleepover. 



5. 

 

Find the two rules in the contract  that are 

risky for Internet users. 

A) 1 – 2 

B) 2 – 3  

C) 3 – 4 

D) 4 – 5  

 

6. 

      Martin says bungee 

jumping  is dangerous but worth going. 

 

               Challenging sports 

are OK for Jimmy. 

 

                  Tom loves skiing 

down a mountain. 

 

                   Eric finds sports 

useful but doesn’t spend a lot of  time 

exercising. 

 

 

Who do you think is much less interested 

in sports?  

 

A) Tom 

B) Eric 

C) Jimmy 

D) Martin 

 

 

7. 

 

As you probably know, Hagia Sophia  in 

İstanbul  was a church and became a 

mosque in the 15th century in the 

Ottoman Empire. In 1935, it became a 

museum and is now one of the top 

attractions in Turkey. ----.  It was also the 

most visited site in Turkey in 2014.  

 

Fill in  the paragraph with a blank space 

above with the best sentence below. 

 

A) In 2015, 3.47 million people visited 

there. 

B) Travellers should see this building one 

day. 

C) Ancient history made this place a 

unique tourist attraction. 

D) You can learn about historic battles 

there. 

 

 



 

 

 

8. 

 Danny : “ I am responsible for emptying 

the dishwasher instead of doing the 

laundry.” 

 

Who is Danny? 

 

A)                                                   

 

 

B)         

 

 

C                                                  

 

 

 

D)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. 

Tim : Mary, could a pen really make a big 

explosion like in James Bond’s film 

“Golden Eye”? 

Mary: ----. 

Tim: Why not? 

Mary: I think you need a lot of explosives 

for it. 

Tim: Well, you may be right.  

 

Which of the follwing responses is not 

suitable to fill in the blank above? 

 

A) I don’t think so. 

B) It is not possible. 

C) Scientists have not  tested it yet. 

D) One must not try it at home. 

 

10. 

 

If we do not stop wasting too much water,  

there will be a water shortage in the 

future. To avoid this disaster, we must 

educate people to use less water.  

 

Which natural disaster is described in the 

text above? 

A) Drought  

B) Earthquake 

C) Flood 

D) Landslide 

 

 

          -hakanhoca- (ingilizce@outlook.com) 

 



 

 

CEVAP ANAHTARI 

1 B 

2 C 

3 D 

4 B 

5 D 

6 B 

7 A 

8 C 

9 D 

10 A 


